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Monterey
Sofa

The Monterey Sofa is luxurious, modern, and chic. With the combination of ease and 
style, this sofa is constructed with eight-way hand tied springs and a down-wrapped 
foam seat to ensure durability, support, and comfort. With a sleek wood base, sides, 
and back, this sofa features inset brass panel detailing. The lacquer surround is hand-
finished, and the piece is upholstered to perfection with a lustrous fabric. Available 
in two sizes. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique 
differences.

73”Sofa: 73”W x 32.5”D x 28”H; 18:SH; 23”SD - Item# BM0001- BM0001CO (Coffee)
91”Sofa: 91”W x 32.5”D x 28”H; 18:SH; 23”SD - Item# BM0002 - BM0002 CO (Coffee)
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Coffee Finished Wood or 
Hand Lacquered Cloud White Finished Wood
Metal:  Brass
Fabric: Golden Linen 73”

28”

91”

28”
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Monterey
Cocktail Table

The Monterey Cocktail Table features a signature look consisting of mesmerizing medleys 
of hand-gilded metal structures precisely placed to form an intricate and elegant living 
room centerpiece. Fitted with a clear, tempered glass top, the table is architecturally 
framed with a unique design. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle 
and unique differences.

Size: 48”W x 48”D x 16”H - Item# BM0003G (Gold) BM0003S (Silver)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Metal
Tempered Glass

48”

16”
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Monterey
Console

With the combination of classic construction and modern design, the Monterey Console 
combines contemporary elements with a luxurious look and an elegant feel. This timeless 
statement piece is hand-gilded over precisely placed handcrafted metal components and 
includes a thick, fitted tempered glass top. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece 
may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 56”W x 16”D x 34”H - Item# BM0004G (Gold)  BM0004S (Silver)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Tempered Glass

56”

34”
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Monterey
Credenza

Intricate combinations of hand-gilded metal structures are precisely placed against a 
mirrored face to form an elaborate and elegantly functional credenza. The Monterey 
Credenza features two doors and three drawers to provide functionality with beauty. 
This timeless piece delivers a sophisticated and luxurious feel. Due to the handcrafted 
nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 60”W x 22”D x 30”H - Item# BM0005G (Gold)
Wood: Wood: Hand-Lacquered Cloud White Finished Wood 
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Mirror 

60”

30”
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Monterey
Lounge Chair I

Experience incredible sophistication with this comfortable and captivating lounge chair.  
The Monterey Lounge Chair I gracefully combines quality upholstery with artistic hand-
gilded metal detailing to bring utmost design to seating. Openwork lines and a low 
back lend it an elegant silhouette. Constructed with eight-way hand tied springs and a 
down-wrapped foam seat cushion to ensure durability, support, and comfort. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 28”W x 29”D x 28”H; 18”SH; 23”AH - Item# BM0006G (Gold)
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Cloud White Finished Wood 
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Fabric: Ghost White

28”

28”
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Monterey
Lounge Chair II

With an oversized architectural metal base and a luxurious deep-cushioned seat, the 
Monterey Lounge Chair II plays with proportions for a striking effect. The hand-gilded 
base and hand-finished wood slatted back is a seamlessly chic combination. Features a 
down-wrapped foam seat. Grand and modern, yet enveloping and warm, this is a true 
demonstration of thoughtful design. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have 
subtle and unique differences.

Size: 30”W x 37”D x 38”H; 18”SH; 22”SD; 24”AH - Item# BM0007G (Gold)
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Honey Finished Wood 
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal
Fabric: Bronzed Brown - Softened chenille body 
is full of texture with a rustic, artisanal-luxury vibe.

30”

38”
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Monterey
Tall Side Table

This handmade Monterey Tall Side Table features an intricate hand-gilded metal base 
and a hand-finished wood top. Elegant and functional, this side table unifies style and 
aesthetic by adding a touch of Old Hollywood glitz on a hand-gilded geometric base 
and frame. Pair it side by side with the complementary Short Side Table for a stylish 
and sophisticated look. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and 
unique differences.

Size: 18”DIA x 26”H - Item# BM0008GH (Gold/Honey) 
BM0008GW (Gold/White)
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Honey or Cloud White Finished Wood
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal

18”

26”
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Monterey
Short Side Table

This handmade Monterey Short Side Table features an intricate hand-gilded metal base 
and a hand-finished wood top. Elegant and functional, this side table unifies style and 
aesthetic by adding a touch of Old Hollywood glitz on a hand-gilded geometric base 
and frame. Pair it side by side with the complementary Tall Side Table for a stylish and 
sophisticated look. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and 
unique differences.

Size: 18”DIA x 13”H -- Item# BM0009GW (Gold/White)
BM0009GH (Gold/Honey) 
Wood: Hand-Lacquered Honey or Cloud White Finished Wood 
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal

13”

18”
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Monterey
Scroll Side Table

The Monterey Scroll Side Table is an original accent piece that showcases an intricate 
scroll-inspired, hand-carved base that supports a solid, hand-gilded, wooden structure. 
Combining a historically elegant touch with a modern element creates a unique statement 
piece. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 24”W x 16”D x 22”H - Item# BM0010G (Gold)
Wood: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Wood; 
Hand-Lacquered Cloud White Finished Wood 22”

24”
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Monterey
Mirror

The Monterey Mirror delivers a unique contemporary design with its handcrafted metal 
components that are individually welded and placed to create an elegant statement 
piece. Hand-gilded to perfection in antique gold, this mirror surpasses normal mirror 
construction and functionality with its intricate overlay of metal structures. Due to the 
handcrafted nature, each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 40”W x 50”H - Item# BM0011G (Gold)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal 
Tempered Mirror

50”

40”
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Monterey 
Serving Bar

Mesmerizing medleys of hand-gilded metal structures are precisely placed to form the 
intricate and elegant Monterey Serving Bar. Two shelves allow for displaying an array of 
cocktail glasses and finest bottles of wine and liquor. This serving bar is sure to give happy 
hour a luxurious look with its tempered mirror top and bottom and custom hand-gilded 
detail. Available with or without casters. Due to the handcrafted nature, each piece may 
have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 36’’W x 22’’D x 32’’H - Item# BM0012G (Gold)  BM0012S (Silver)  
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Gold Leaf Finished Metal 
Tempered Mirror

36”

32”
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Monterey 
Fireplace Screen

Mesmerizing medleys of hand-gilded metal structures are precisely placed to form an  
intricate and elegant fire screen. Fitted with clear, tempered glass, the Monterey Fireplace 
Screen is architecturally framed with a unique design. Due to the handcrafted nature, 
each piece may have subtle and unique differences.

Size: 38”W x 7”D x 33”H - Item# BM0013G (Gold)  BM0013S (Silver)
Metal: Hand-Gilded, Lacquered Leaf Finished Metal 
Tempered Glass

38”

33”



Showroom at the Pacific Design Center

 8687 Melrose Ave. Suite G696, West Hollywood, CA 90069

www.badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   i n f o@badg l e ym i s c h ka home . com   |   424 -303 -7251

BADGLEY MISCHKA HOME
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We set our prices on December 31st and guarantee them for a full year.


